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A Note on Designers/
Implementers of Structural

A{iustment in Mexieo.

Yoshiaki HISAMATSU--

I Introduction

During the 1980-90s Mexico experienced a change in development

strategy. The import-substitution industrialization model that imprinted
Mexico since the 1930s is gone away. Instead, Mexico has become an open
economy in which the state's intervention is limited by a new legal and insti-
tutional framework. Under the new model, the market, private ownership (or
participation), and competition take over regulation, public ownership, ild
protection, respectively. Structural adjustment started in the area of 'trade

liberalization during the de la Madrid Administration. Privatization of public
enterprises and deregulation process followed. The most lucid examples of
this change in development strategy, however, are the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the constitutional reform of land distribu-
tion and the eji'do system during the Salinas Administration. Any social sci-
entists would wonder why such a comprehensive reforms could be attained
at a high speed.

To answer this question would require a book-size treatment. Therefore,
this note intends to provide an answer to a smaller question : Who were re-
sponsi,bleJor thi,s dramati,.c change,in d,euelopment strategy? The change
was technocratic in the sense that it was directed from above, by bureau-
crats at the Executive branch. Following previous studies, this note espe-

cially focuses on education and career experience of technocrats. Year-by-
year survey on both secretaries and undersecretaries reveal the fact that
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economists trained at macroeconomic agencies on the job have dominated

the Executive branch. Common technical knowledge and skills would allow

the entire Executive branch to speak with one voice (that is, comprehen-

sive) and act in a concerted (that is, fast) manner. The section II briefly sur-

veys the economic reform sequence taken by the Mexican govemrnent dur-

ing the period of this study. The section III surveys the previous literature

and explains an approach taken in the paper. The section IV shows the result

of the examination of technocrats. A major finding is that economists who

previously worked at macroeconomic agencies played an important role in

designing and implementing major structural reforms. A micro view on two

technocrats complements the macro-analysis to capture how they frame

problems and economic reforms. Disadvantages of technocrats are also dis-

cussed. The section V concludes with a few implications.

I Economic Reform Sequence in Mexico

In this section, economic reforms from the Echeverria Administration to

the Zedillo Administration are briefly reviewed.

After lhe d,esarrollo estabi,Li,zad,or and the political turmoil in 1968, the

Echeverria Administration (Dec. 1970-Nov. 1976) intended to improve in-

come distribution and to increase government intervention.l) While protec-

tion from external sector was maintained, big government supports toward

agriculture and education were conducted. To finance massive expenses, tax

reform was tried but failed to materialize because of oppositions from busi-

ness sector. Thus, more and more the government depended on external

debt for finance.

The L6pez Portillo Administration (Dec. 1976-Nov. 1982) was conser-

vative in government finance in its early period' However, the finding of

abundant petroleum resources along with increasing oil prices in the world

market relaxed its fiscal discipline. Big socially conscious govefftment pro-

grams financed by extemal debt were thus maintained and newly created'z)

Interest rate increase caused by the US Fed at the end of the administration

was a strong blow to the government. Interest payment ballooned and eco-
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nomic uncertainties increased. The administration ended up in nationa.lizing

commercial banks partly to control turbulent financial activities.3)

After the debt crisis, the de la Madrid Administration (Dec. 1982-Nov.

1988) started economic reforms. First came the stabilization. Then, in mid-
1985, trade liberalization was initiated.a) Various non-tariff measures were

abolished. Mexico finally joined GATT in 1986. Privatization also started with
small scale firms. The number of public enterprises decreased from 1155 in
1982 to 379 in 1989.5)

The Salinas Administration (Dec. 1988-Nov. 1994) furthered economic re-

forms. The privatization of national telephone company (Telemex) was an-

nounced in 1990 and concluded in 1991.6) The privatization of commercial

banks was conducted during 1991.7) Private participation was allowed even

in non-strategic parts within petroleum sector. Government retreated from

production sectors except petroleum, electricity, national railway, and food

distribution.s) Deregulation proceeded in various sectors such as transporta-

tion, tourism, food distribution, industry and agriculture.e) Competition law

was modified and enhanced.l0) Jn 1991, a bold program of agrarian reform

was initiated and culminated in the reform of the Article 27 of the Constitu-

tion, which ended the process of land redistribution.ll) The new Iegislation

established a flexible policy for defining ejido property. The new Article 27

allows investment companies to buy land through shares. A new program for
social sector (PRONASOL) and a direct income transfer program (PRo-

CAMPO) were created. On external front, foreign investment regulation was

relaxed and trade reform culminated in NAFTA.T2) Economic reforms under

the Salinas Administration was far reaching and comprehensive.

The Zedillo Administration (Dec. 1994-Nov. 2000) tried to consolidate

economic reforms. On external front, it eased foreign investment regime

more after the Tequila crisis. Free trade agreement with European Union

was finished. Deregulation did not stop, either. The support for national food

distribution company was substantially reduced. Instead a new poverty alle-

viation program with clear linkage to education, health and nutrition (PRO-

GRESA) was created. Banking restructuring process after the 1994 financial
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crisis proceeded in spite of various criticisms. Pension reform took place in-

troducing defined contribution system.r3) However, private sector participa-

tion in electricity sector did not progress.

Economic reform sequence in Mexico is characterized as follows. During

the Echeverria and L6pez Portillo Administrations, government intervention

was strengthened and covered various sectors. The de la Madrid Administra-

tion was a transition period to full-fledged market-based reforrns, even

though trade liberalization and privatization started. Market-oriented eco-

nomic reforms took full force in the Salinas Administration. It was far reach-

ing and economy-wide. The Zedillo Administration deepened the reforms in

a few sectors, but overall consolidated the reforms already taken. The next

section establishes the methodology to find who designed and executed

these economy-wide reforms.

il Methodology

Economists in general don't pay much attention to implementation

process of structural adjustment. For example, in the often-cited study on

structural adjustment in Mexico, Lustig (1998) totally skips the issue of who

were the promoters of the structural adjustment.la) Nevertheless, scholars in

economics studying structural adjustment cannot entirely ignore the ques-

tion of promoters, because structural adjustment proceeds in some countries,

but not in others. Therefore, Williamson (1994) searched for a manual for

technopols (technocrats who take the risk of accepting political appoint-

ments, with the responsibility that entails).ls) He argues that a successful

technopol needs to combine two very different types of skill. One is that of a

successful applied economist, able to judge what institutions and policies are

needed in specific circumstances in order to further economic objectives.

The other is the skill of a successful politician, able to persuade others to

adopt the policies that he or she has judged to be called for.r6) The study, es-

pecially a chapter on Mexico by Cordoba (1994), gives a good overview on

structural adjustment implementation process, but it lacks a systematic and

empirical treatment on who implemented the reform, since the goal of the
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Williamson's study (providing future technopols with a manual) is normative
rather than empiri"4.r7) This study tries to explain empirically who were the
designers / implementers of structural adjustment. Given the major reforms

Mexico has done so far, this note tries to find who were the main promot-

ers.18)

Political scientists and sociologists have more keen interest in the em-
pirical examination. Both Grindle (1977) and Camp (198b) argued that tradi-

tional distinction between politi,cos and tdcnicos was oversimplified in the

Mexican case.le) What they observed instead was the rise of political techno-

crats, who were capable of handling issues both technically and politically.

Thus, this concept overlaps with technopol. There are two recent studies on

this subject. While Camp (1995) dealt with political recruitment across two
centuries, Centeno (1999) focused on the Salinas Administration.zo) Both

studied the career of elite, but differed in scope. Camp included office hold-

ers at the Judicial and Legislative branches in his sample, since he analyzed

general pattern of political recruitment over time. In this respect, his goal is

different from this paper.zl) Centeno focused on technocrats in the Salinas

Administration. He emphasized the importance of plaruring in bureaucracy,

and the rise of Secretaria de Planificaci6n y Presupuesto (SPP, Department

of Planning and Budget), which produced three consecutive recent presi-

dents.22) He also analyzed the career of technocrats from various aspects

such as relationship with governing party (Partido Revolucionario Insti-

tucional), birth place (Federal District or not), education, ild professional

experience in public sector.

I have three reservations on centeno's study, even though my goal is

similar: Who did the structural reform? First, he only examined two admin-

istrations (de la Madrid and Salinas) in a detailed manner using a detailed

bibliographic information. As for previous administrations, he examined at-
tributes of technocrats only at secretary level. This is unsatisfactory, because

he did not compare the data at the same quality of information. Second, his

detailed examination of technocrats was extensive but had only three points

in time (1983, 1986, and lg89). Year-by-year examination would be better,
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as Mexican office holders change rather quickly. Thtd, regarding profes-

sional experience, his classification is unique and unconventional. He set up

four sectors (financial, plaruring, managins, and control), and classified gov-

emment agencies as such. He emphasized the importance of plarming so

much that he separately classified three macroeconomic agencies (Secre-

taria de Hacienda y Cr6dio Priblico (SHCP, Department of Treasury), Bartco

de Mexico (Banxico, Central Bank of Mexico), and SPP) in two categories

(the former two in financial and the latter in planning). This classification

could have distorted the study on technocrats since they are trained not only

in universities but also in the three macroeconomic agencies mentioned

above.

The methodology of my study corresponds to my critique to Centeno's

study. First,I examine four administrations (Echeverria.,L6pez Portillo, de la

Madrid, and the first three years of the Salinas Administration) at undersec-

retary level, in addition to five administrations (four administrations plus the

Zedillo Administration) at secretary level. A novel focus in this note is com-

parison between secretary level and undersecretary level. I chose this

method because undersecretaries are more technical and less political by na-

ture than secretaries, even though the former also needs some political ma-

neuvers. In another words, since my focus is on policy design and implemen-

tation issues of structural adjustment, undersecretaries are examined and

compared with secretaries.

In order to elaborate this point further, it would be useful to point out

the persons in charge of major structural reforms : NAFTA and ejido reform.

In the case of NAFTA, the secretary in charge is Secretaria de Comercio y

Fomento Industrial (SECOFI, Department of Commerce and Industrial Pro-

motion). The Secretary (Jaime Serra Puche), Head Negotiator (Herminio

Blanco) and Undersecretary of Foreign Trade (Pedro Noyola) were impor-

tant in NAFTA negotiation.E) The three of them were economists, and they

had experiences in working at SHCP.24) In the case of ejido reform, the sec-

retary in charge was Secretaria de Agricultura y Recursos Hidrdulicos (SARH,

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources). The principal designer in
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charge of this reform at undersecretary level was Luis T6llez, who was also

economist and worked before at both SHCP and SPP.25) Both examples illus-

trate the fact that major structural reforms were designed, promoted, and

implemented by economists trained in macroeconomic agencies.26)

Second, this examination is conducted on a year-by-year basis. This

treatment is appropriate because few secretaries survive one sexenio (six

year term of a presidency).zz) Thfud, I emphasize the experience at three

macroeconomic agencies as a conunon feature of technocrats. Since the ma-

jor argument for structural reform is efficiency gain from economy-wide

change, this idea is strengthened by on-the-job experience of looking at the

entire Mexican economy through the lens of economics while working at

macroeconomic agencies.

All the departments except n&Vy, national defense, justice and federal

district are in the database.2s) I excluded these four departments because of

two reasons. First, those who occupy important posts are career miJitary offi-

cers in the case of national defense and navy, and lawyers in the justice. I

als.o excluded federal district government because my concem is about na-

tion-wide structural reform. In the case of federal district, the head was in

the cabinet, but its official power is confined within the city.ze) Second, these

four departments are almost outside of structural reform.30) I did not include

the information of official mayors of departments, because official mayors in

general deal with administrative work of the department, not policy issues. I

included private secretary to president (or chief of staff at presidency) in

this sample because of its importance in policy making.3l) In the case that

there is a replacement within a year,I simply count both two persons for a

year. In many undersecretary posts, no single person occupies the same post

even during the sarne administration. Finally, even though the last year of a

sexenio is also the first year of the next sexenio, I consider it entirely as a

former. It is because the next sexenio begins in December.

The primary resource for this study is Camp's 5oop.32) In addition, to

complement the database, I used biographical resource published by Presi-

dencia de la Republica and Who's Who Homepage (Qui6n es qui6n) at Infosel
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web site.ffi) The next section shows the result.

M Attributes of Designer/lmplementers of Structural Reform

This section presents the result of the examination, followed by a micro

view on two technocrats.

1 Result : Macro View

This subsection shows the attributes of secretaries and undersecretaries

in terms of age, birthplace, academic discipline in the higher education, ffid
previous experience in macroeconomic agencies (SHCP, Banxico, and SPP).

The former two variables would partially captue social background of tech-

nocrats. The younger the technocrats are, the less experienced they are in

their life in general, however tectmical they are. The common birthplace

would signal social coherence of tectnocrats, given the regional diversities of

Mexico. The latter two variables would represent human resource develop-

ment of the technocrats. Many government officials don't go to the private

sector, except public enterprises. Thus, academic experience and previous

experience in other agencies are vital to their knowledge and skill accumula-

tion. Experiences at macroeconomic agencies are targeted, given the eco-

nomic rational of structural adjustment described in the last section. For

each attribute, I show the result at secretary level first, and then at under-

secretary level, except age.

(1) Ase

Chart I shows average age of both secretaries and undersecretaries. It is

natural to expect that in the beginning of each administration the age is

Iower. As for secretary, this tendency is observed except in the case of the

de la Madrid Administration. Interestingly, the average age of the Salinas Ad-

ministration is quite old compared to other administrations, even though the

president was the youngest of all four at inauguration. As for undersecretary,

the age gap between the L6pez Portillo Administration (1982) and the de Ia

Madrid Administration (1983) is quite notable.s) This is all the more inter-

esting because at secretary level a comparable age gap is hardly observed.

In sum, undersecretaries are younger than secretaries on average. At
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Chart 1 Secretary and Undersecretary: Age
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llndersecretary level,it is notable that the de laル Iadrid Administration wel―

comed many young people.

(2) Birth Place

Birthplace is a social attribute of bllreaucrats.Both Camp(1995)and

Centeno(1999)fOllnd concentration of Mexico― City― (DF)―born persons in

bllreaucrats.They regard this attribute as a representative vanable of social

cohesion mong technocrats.The lnore ⅣIe対cO― City― born persons there are,

the lrLOre COherent sOcia■ y the administration is.

At secretary level,this concentration is a gradual process(Chart 2).Note

that even、 vithin each administration,this cOncentration was happe]瓢 ng.At
the beginning Of the EcheveMa Administration,the share of Me対 cO― City―

born secretanes in total was about 30%.In the Zedillo Administration,the ra¨

・tio is about 60%.Historically,the share of population in Me対 cO City in total

population ls around 30%.

At llndersecretary level,there is a clear difference between the L6pez

Portillo Administration and the de la Madrid Administration(Chalt 3).SinCe

the de la Madrid Administration undersecretaries had been occupied notably

by Me対 co― City― born persons. This data suggests there was an abrupt

change in undersecretaries'social background.
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Chart 2 Secretary : DF as BirthPlace
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Chart 3 Undersecretary : DF as Birth Place (%)

In sum, both at secretary and undersecretary levels, the share of Mexico

-Ciry-bom persons has been increasing. While at secretary level the change

is gradual, at undersecretary level there was a abrupt change between the

L6pezPortillo Administration and the de la Madrid Administration. Note that

this change was correlated with the age change.
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Chart 4 Secretary: Discipline in the Higher Education
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(3) Acadernic Discipline in the Higher Educatidn

Acadelruc discipline is alsO much discussed arLd highlighted by both

Camp(1995)and Centeno(1999).BOth Of thenl ernphasized the rise of eco―

nomics as discipline.Chart 4 shows the result at secretary level.39 The trend

is the decline of lawyers,md the rise of econolrusts.The dorrunance of eco―

nonucs started at the Salinas Administration.C)thers include various disci―

phnes which cover political science,public administration,Inedical science,

and natural sciences,and no degree.

Chart 5 shows the result at undersecretary level,Here,engineers have

played lnuch lnore important role than at secretary level.Engineers also de―

chned over tlrne up to the de la Madrid Administration,but rose back in the

Sahnas Administration,What stands out compared with secretary levelis the

timing Of dOminance of econorrllcs.It happened at the de la LIadrid Admin―

istration at undersecretary level,while it happened at the Salinas Adminis―

tration at secretary level.

In sllm, at bOth secretary and undersecretary level,lawyers have de―

creased and econonusts have increased.The timings were different,At sec¨

retary level,it was at the Sahnas Administration, while at undersecretary

levelit was at the de la Madrid Administration,one administration before.
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( 4 ) Previous Experience at Macroeconomic Agencies

Both Camp (1995) and Centeno (1999) emphasized previous experi-

ence at public sector, but my classification is new. The chart 6 is the result at

secretary level.36) It is quite notable that in the Echeverria Administration

the experience at macroeconomic agencies is quite limited. Generally, only

office holders at macroeconomic agencies were counted as such. The num-

ber was increasing during the L6pez Portillo Administration, and reached

about 60% in the de la Madrid Administration. Interestingly, since then the

share has stayed the same more or less during two following administrations.

But, the composition has changed. In both of the de Ia Madrid Administration

and the Zedillo Administration SHCP is the dominant source, while SPP was

the top supplier in the Salinas Administration.

The chart 7 shows the result by previous experience in the three macro-

economic agencies at undersecretary level. In the Echeverria Administration,

bureaucrats who worked previously in macroeconomic agencies had a small

role in undersecretaries. Their posts were in general confined to SHCP, as it

was the case at secretary level. In the L6pez Portillo Administration, the ratio

increased slightly, but it is partly because SPP was created and e>rpanded. A

clear increase is notable in the de la Madrid Administration. Many bureau-

Chart 5 Undersecretary : Discipline in the Higher Education

一 ―Law一 Eしonomに s‐・△‐・Engneenng― Others
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Chart 6 Secretary : Previous Career Experience
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crats who worked in SHCP became undersecretarles of non― macroeconolrllc

departrrlents,pavlng roads toward structllral attuStment.It is very amazing

to confirm that durmg the de laヽ lad五 d Administration the share of under―

secretaries who had p五 〇r experience ln macroecononuc agencies reached

45%.In the first years of the Salinas Administration,the ratio decreased,but

ln 1992 the ratio was agaln c10se t0 45%.In this pe五 od,both SHCP and SPP

were competing in nmbers ofllndersecretanes.

Since the de la Madrid Administration,the ratio has been 50 to 60%of sec_

retary posts,while at undersecretaries it has held onち 「 30 to 45 0/0.It is be―

cause one department has vanous undersecreta五 es ll which very specific

technicality is requred(e.g.,medical knOwledge at Department of Health,

and agricultural knowledge at DepartIIlent of Agriculture).

The contrasts between Charts 4 and 5 and Charts 6 and 7 could partia■ y

indicate the staggered traJectories of the rise of technocrats followed by

their transforrnation into technopols across the Executive branch.This has

been notable since the de la lⅦ adrid Administration.In fact,Pedro Aspe who

was appolnted as undersecretary at SPP during the de la LIadrid Administra―

tion became SHCP secret〔 】v during the Salinas Administration.Jaime Serra

who was undersecretary at SHCP during the de la Madrid Administration
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also became secretary at SECOFL Ernesto Zedillo was another example.

This tendency is also notable between the Salinas Administration and the

Zedillo Administration.3T)

In sum, the rise of economists trained at macroeconomic agencies is ob-

serve'd. This facilitated communications across the secretaries in the econ-

omy-wide reforms.3s)

2 Micro View

This subsection complements the previous subsection with a micro view.

TWo technocrats are selected to visualize what they believe and how they

frame problems. This would clarify how Mexico embarked on reforms in

1980s and 1990s, the age of globalization. Possible disadvantages are also

discussed.

( 1 ) Pedro Aspe Armella

Pedro Aspe was selected because he was one of the most famous tech-

nocrats during the Salinas Administration. He was invited to make the Lionel

Robbins lecture for 1992 at London School of Economi"r.3e) Hs delightedly

accepted the invitation and the lecture was published, which would allow re-

searchers to grasp what he believed and how he viewed Mexican economy'4O)

Aspe agrees with Robbins that it is not for the state to intervene where

Chart 7 Undersecretary : Previous Gareer Experience

一
SHCP‐ ‐口‐Banxico‐・△‐ SPP――――SHCP,Banxico,or SPP
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markets can do better in terms of resource allocation and distribution of in-
come, and that it is equally unwise to forego the capacity of the state to regu-
late when markets fail to grant equal access to every individuat or remain
blind to the reatties of poverty and marginalization.ar) He justifies market-
based reforms by saying that "in abandoning its role of proprietor, the state
has taken on greater solidarity with the needs of the poor".4z) Thus, he be-
lieves in both market and government.

In his book, certainly he explained structural reforms in detail, but the
main flavor lies in his revision of his Ph.D. thesis at MIT regarding mecha-
nisms of economic transmission. He wrote: "If I were to write my thesis

again today, I have the feeling that the results would be substantially differ-
ent." His treatment is purely in the manner of macroeconomics, and with
hindsight, he could have been too bold and optimistic on his message in the
book. It is now recognized that macroeconomic and banking management
was unsatisfactory in the Salinas Administration, leading to Tequila crisis in
1994. The thematic and physical limit of this paper does not allow the author
to deal with whether he misperceived the new mechanisms and, if so, why.
Rather, one could focus on why he could promote new mechanisms while he
was dealing with financial market sentiment as Secretary of rreasury.

This problem is subtle but important in the sense that it demonstrates a

cofirmon character of the technocrats of the time. It could not be denied that
he could publish the book because he did not seriously consider the chance

that his strongly expressed belief in the new macro mechanisms might lead

to overconfidence in the financial market, whose reversal could have been

unfortunately shown in the volatile capital outflow dururg the Tequila crisis.
This reveals his Iimited experiences in dealing with fragile global financial
market, possibly because his career consists of academic and bureaucrat
posts. He is another example of economist trained in macroeconomic agen-
cies. He was born in Mexico City in 1950. After earning economic doctorate
in 1978 at MIT, he started jointly academic and bureaucratic career in Insti-
tute Technol6gico Aut6nomo de M6xico and SHCp, respectively. He became

undersecretary of Planning and Budget in lg8b, then moved to secrerary
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post in 1987. When the Salinas Administration took off, he became Secretary

of Treasury. He administered commercial bank and Telemex privatization as

well as macroeconomic management. Thus, he lived in academics and macro

planrLing believing in market mechanism, while he did not have opportunity

to live in the market.

This limited market experience characterizes technocrats of the period'

This would certainly encourage them to embark on textbook economic re-

forms. However, faced with the most volatile market of all, global financial

market, inexperienced tectnocrats might have evaporated the market senti-

ment.a3)

( 2) Luis T6llez Kuenzler

During both of the Salinas and Zedillo Administrations, Luis Tdllez is

one of the most itluminating technocrats, and exemplifies the track of econo-

mist trained in macroeconomic agencies. He was bom in Mexico City in 1958'

After earning his economic doctorate at MIT with a macroeconomics thesis,

he entered Department of Planning and Budget in 1986. He moved from di-

rector to coordinator of advisers during the de la Madrid Administration, and

became director general at SHCP with the start of the Salinas Administration.

Then, he became newly created Undersecretary of Planning at Department

of Agriculture from 1990 to 1994, conducting eiido reform as well as consul-

tations regarding NAFTA and PROCAMPO. After a brief period in supporting

presidential campaign, he became the Chief of Staff from 1994 to 1997 under

President Zedillo. In 1997, he became Secretary of Energy and served until

the end of the administration.

He wrote an article on agrarian reform, which allows researchers to ex-

amine what he believes and how he framed the problem.4) His treatment

wilh rural sector is notable in its ahistorical nature. His view on the moderni-

zationof rural sector takes account of physical side (natural resources, water

resources, weather, geography), human resource side (poverty alleviation

concerns through solidarity, education, health and nutrition), external side

(macroeconomic uncertainties), and institutional side (constitution, Iaws,

and government programs).45) Then, all of these are supposed to generate
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sustained growth and rural welfare. It is a simple economic treatment, dis-

carding all the social and political dimensions. Regarding the article 27

amendment, he boldly states as follows : "security in land holding and com-

mercial transactions, liberty in producers' decisions and flexibility in invest-

ment scheme which allows constant flow of resources to rural sector, are
fundamental factors to reverse the difficr:]t situations in which the rural sec-

tor staY5." 46)

The ejid'o reform, therefore, was rationalized in terms of economics.

This evidence suggests that economists trained in macroeconomic agencies

are promoters of structural adjustment, especially in design and implementa-
tion of reforms. But the fact that social, political and historical factors did not
have an explicit voice in design means that reform must have had an element

of leap of faith toward the invisible hand.

V Conclusion

After surveying economic reforms in Mexico and previous literature,
this note examined four attributes of main promoters of economy-wide
structural reform in Mexico both at secretary and undersecretary level to ex-
plain who were the designers/implementers of structural adjustment in Mex-

ico. First, by age, the downward age jump between the L6pez portillo Ad-
ministration and de la Madrid Administration at undersecretary level is out-
standing against secretary level. Second, by birth place, Mexico City is be-

coming clearly dominant at both levels. Thfud, by academic discipline at
higher education, the rise of economics and the fall of law is notable at both
levels. But, the timings of change \Mere different. At secretary level, econom-

ics became dominant at the Salinas Administration, while at undersecretary
Ievel it already had happened at the de la Madrid Administration. Fourth, by
previous experience at three macroeconomic agencies SHCP, Banxico, and

SPP, the share of total rose up to the de la Madrid Administration at both lev-

els. In surn, economists who previously worked at macroeconomic agencies

took over the Executive branch in designing and implementing major struc-
tural reforms at both macroeconomic and non-macroeconomic agencies.
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This means common technical knowledge and skills and frictionless inter-

secretarial communications, which would clearly have facilitated the Execu-

tive branch to embark on comprehensive reforms at a high speed. The con-

trast between secretaries and undersecretaries indicates the staggered tra-

jectories of technocrats, followed by their transformation into technopols.

Microscopic examination on two technocrats under the Salinas and

Zedillo Administrations complements the findings above. Major advantage of

the technocrats clearly lies in their tectrnicality, economic analysis. It is ad-

vantageous in design and implementation, but might not be really compre-

hensive. Moreover, technocrats'own limited market experiences might have

led to market overconfidence, in the area at which economists trained at

macroeconomic agencies are supposedly good at'

A few implications could be drawn. First, the superiority in tectmicality

might not totally cover market experience. Market is a form of governance,

which appreciates tacit knowledge gained through experiences. It is not sur-

prising that inexperienced technocrats don't always behave well in the global

market, even though they created and/or promoted it. Second, the very tech-

nological knowledge and skills might stand in the way of communications

with politicians and ultimately with the people regarding the policy contents.

While this isolation could enhance the reform speed, it might eventually al-

ienate politicians and the people from the decision making, and reduce the

legitimacy of the technocrats ultimatel5r.
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